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SIMULTANEOUS NEUTRON AND GAMMA SPECTRUM ADJUSTMENT 

IGOR REMEC 
Computational Physics and Engineering Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratoly 

Oak Ridge, TN 3 783 1-6363 
E-mail: remeci@oml.gov 

ABSTRACT 
The spectnun adjustment procedure was extended to simultaneous neutron and gamma 
spectrum adjustment, and the feasibility of this technique is demonstrated in the ana?peis of 
HFIR dosimetry experiments. Conditions in which gamma rays may contribute considerably to 
radiation damage in steels are discussed. Beryllium helium accumulation fluence monitors 
(HAFMS) were found to be good monitors in gamma fields of intensities high enough to 
contribute to steel embrittlement. The use of ='Np, =8u, and %e HAFM as gamma dosimeters 
is proposed for high-dose irradiations in high-energy, high-intensity gamma fields. 

1. Introduction 

This paper describes the analysis' of dosimetry experiments performed during 1992-1993 
in the Oak Ridge National Laboratory High Flux Isotope Reactor @FIR), in which the 
simultaneous neutron and gamma spectrum adjustment was used, probably for the first time. 
The objective of the analysis was to better characterize the radiation field for the study of 
accelerated radiation-induced embrittlement of the HFIR pressure vessel surveillance 
 specimen^."^ This work was fbnded by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission as part of 
the Generic Safety Issue No. 15, "Radiation Effects on Reactor Pressure Vessel Supports," 
resolution effort. 

2. Dosimetry Experiments and Transport Calculations 

The horizontal cross-section of the HFIR reactor is shown in Fig. 1. Dosimetry 
experiments were performed at surveillance locations (referred to as "keys") numbers 7, 4 and 
2. In this article the measurements at key 7 will be used. The results at keys 4 and 2 were 
similar, but the analysis was more complicated because of the flux gradients, caused by the 
beam tubes. In a series of experiments, DOS1; DOSZ, DOS3 and DOS4, comprehensive sets 
of dosimeters were irradiated, ranging from threshold and thermal neutron activation 
dosimeters (both bare and gadolinium-shielded) to fission radiometric monitors, solid-state 
track recorders (SSTRs), and helium accumulation fluence monitors (HAFMs). A subset of 
measured reaction rates (RR) is given in Tabie I; gaod reproducibility was obtained, therefore 
eliminating the possibility of experimental errors. 

The multigroupaeutron fluxawere obtained by a combination of one-, two-, and three- 
dimensional transport  calculation^^^ ?he RR, which are compared with the "measured" RR 
in Table 1, were calculated with the neutron fluxes from the three-dimensional (3-D) 
calculation with the TORT6 code. Measured RR were deduced from the measured specific 
activities. The average calculated-to-measured ( C M )  reaction rate ratios are 0.67 f 0.07, 
1.50 f 0.3 1, and 1.38 f 0.14 for the threshold activation dosimeters, gadolinium-covered 
thermal monitors, and bare thermal monitors, respectively. 
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Fig. 1. Horizontal cross-section of the HFIR reactor, 

In contrast, for the uwp, ='U, and %e monitors, which are sensitive to a similar neutron 
energy range as the threshold dosimeters, the average C/M was around 0.05, indicating that 
the majority of their responses come fiom sources other than neutron reactions. The reaction 
products, which were measured in these three dosimeters, can be created by neutron reactions 
and by reactions of energetic gamma rays, namely photofissions in 237Np and ='U and, in %e, 
the %e(yyn)%e(2a) reactions. The gamma reaction rates for these monitors were estimated 
with a one-dimensional (1-D) coupled neutron-gamma cal~ulation.~ Results are illustrated in 
Fig. 2; similar behavior, as shown for the u7Np, was also observed for the 238U. 
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Fig. 2. The neutron and gamma reaction rates in ='Np and %e versus distance from the core center. 
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The 1-D calculation showed the trends, but it could not accurately predict the absolute 
fluxes, probably because of the limitations of the 1-D model. The ratios of the gamma-to- 
neutron reaction rates were therefore determined, not at the actual radial location of the 
dosimeters, but closer to the core, at the radius where the fast flux from I-D calculation was 
equal to the fast flux obtained ftom the 3-D calculation at the location of the dosimeters. The 
resulting gamma reaction rates are compared with the neutron reaction rates and the 
measurements in Table 2. 

Table 1. Measured reaction rates and calculated-neutron-induced-to-measured ( C M  reaction rate ratios. 
:-a,. 

REACTION 

Al27(n,a)Na24 
Ti48(n,p)Sc48 
Cu63(a,a)Co60 
Ti46(n,p)Sc46 
Fe54(n,p)Mn54 
Ti47(n,p)Sc47 

Ni58(n,p)Co58, in Gd 
Np237(n,f), in Gd 

Sc45(n,y)Sc46, bare 
C059(n,y)Co60, bare 
Fe58(n,y)Fe59, bare 
Sc45(n,y)Sc46, in Gd 

Co59 (n,y)Co60, in Gd 
C059(n,y)Co60, in Gd, diluted 

Slot D 

Fe58(n,y)Fe59, in Gd 
;lot J 

U238(n$), SSTR, in Gd 
Np237(n,f), SSTR, in Gd 

Be9(n,x)He 
C059(n,y)Co60, bare 

U235(nn, in Gd 
U238(n,t), in Gd 

Np237(n,f), in Gd 
Be9(n,x)He 

Li6(n,a)H3, baie 

ilot B 

B 10(n,a)Li7, bare 
;lot A 

Ni58(n,p)6jo5&: 
Co59(n,y)Co60, bare 
Co59(n,y)C06O, in Gd 

C059(n,y)Co60, bare, diluted 
Aul97(n,y)Aul98, bare 

iul97(n,y)Aul98, bare, diluted 

Measured Reaction Rates (RR) 
DOSl DOSZ DOS3 DOS4 

s" .atom" 

1.30E-18 1.3 1E-18 
5.85E-19 4.95E-19 
6.55E- 19 6.26E- 19 
9.76E- 18 8.82E- 18 
3.29E- 17 3.41E- 17 
7.64E- 18 6.89E-18 

4.13E-17 4.4 1E-17 
4.983-15 

6.33E- 15 
7.1 6E- 1 5 

2.90E-16 
2.37E- 16 

3.35E- 16 
6.6 IE-16 

1.73E-17 

1363-15 
4.753-15 

1.433-15 1.463-15 
7.47E-15 

7.75E- 15 
1.603-15 
4.593-15 

1.463-15 
2.34E-13 
8.54E-13 

4295rJ.7 4.3OE-17 4.63E-17 4.48E-17 
7.9 1E- 1 5 7.92E- 15 

5.33E-16 
8.88E- 15 

2.38E- 14 
3.89E- 14 

1 reaction rates are given as measured. SS is the self-shielding correction factor, 
RR were multiplied before the calculated neutron-induced RR to measured RR rat: 

Average 
Measurea 
s-'-atom" 

1.30E- 18 
5.40E- 19 
6.40E- I9 
9.29E- 18 
3.35E- 1 7 
7.26E- 1 8 
4.27E-17 
4.983-15 
6.33E- 15 
7.16E- 15 
2.90E-16 
2.37E-16 
3.3 5E- 16 
6.61E-16 
1.73E-17 

1.366-15 
4.75E-15 
1.45E-15 
7.47E- 15 

7.75E- 15 
1.603-15 
4.593-15 
1.463-15 
2.04E- 13 
8.548-13 

4.42s- 17 
7.9 1E- 15 
5.33E-16 
8.88E- 15 
2.38E- 14 
3.89E-14 
y which th 

- - 
ss* - - 

1.13 

I .96 

- 

1.13 - 

- 
1.13 
I .96 

I .68 
- - 

- - 
C/Iv - - 
0.63 
0.56 
0.67 
0.62 
0.75 
0.7 1 
0.74 
0.05 
1.38 
1.55 
1.45 
1.69 
1.63 
1.62 
1.61 

0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
1.48 

I .05 
0.04 
0.05 
0.05 
! .48 
1.44 

0.72 
1.40 
1.02 
1.41 
1.14 
1.17 

- 

- 

- 

- - 
indicated 

s ( 0  were determined. 



M e r  the contributions of gamma-induced reactions are taken into account, the C/M ratios 
of 237Np and ='U monitors are close to the values for other threshold dosimeters while the 
beryllium responses appear to be overestimated. Uranium-23 5 is affected by photofissions 
much less than other fission monitors (the correction is only -20%) because of its much 
higher neutron fission cross-section. To check the calculated gamma field an experiment was 
performed. Several sets of polychlorostyrene film were irradiated at key 7 and analyzed by 
NIST.7 The measured absorbed gamma dose rate in silicon was 36.4 G y d ,  in excellent 
agreement with the calculated value of 36.6 Gys-'. However, most of the dose in silicon is 
due to the gamma rays below the threshold for the photon-induced reactions jnmB7Np, usU, 
and %e; and no correction was made for the polychlorostyrene change in sensitivity (-20%) 
caused by the irradiation temperature. Therefore, a firther check of the consistency of the 
measured responses and calculated neutron and gamma field was desired. For this purpose 
the spectrum adjustment technique was used. 

Table 2. Comparison of measured (R,,,) and caIculated neutron @,,) and gamma (Et) reaction rates. 
~ ~~ 

~ ~- ~ 

Reaction Rate (R) 
Measured Calculated 

%, Rl I S SK R+%mm 
s-'. atom" 

4.98 E- 15 0.74 
*37Np, fission 4.75 E-15 2.25 E-16 3.44 E-15 15.3 0.77 

4.59 E-1 5 0.80 
0.7 1 
0.83 

1.60E-15 
1.36 E-15 "Q, fission 
1.46 E-15 1.15 

%e to 4He 1.43 E-15 7.60 E- 17 1.60 E-15 21.0 1.17 
1.46E-15 1.15 

6.24 E- 17 1.07 E-15 17.1 

*w, fission 1 7.75 E-1 5 I 8.13 E-15 I 1.76E-15 I 0.22 I 1.28 

3. Spectrum Adjustment 

The computer code package LSL-M2' was used for all adjustment calculations. The 
neutron spectrum adjustment, run with all 5 1 available measured responses, clearly pointed 
out the inconsistencies between the "'Np, usU, and %e responses and the calculated neutron 
field and other dosimeters: the x2 per degree offieedom (x2 /N)  was over 42, and large 
adjustments were made to some reaction rates as well as fluxes. Therefore, all 237Np, ='U, 
%e, and ='U moni&ors_were excluded. With the 35 measured responses used, the x 2 / N  was 
-0.72, which showed that there ;ergno major inconsistencies remaining between the input 
values and their uncertainties. That the x2M was smaller than the expected value of 1 
indicated that input uncertainties were estimated conservatively. The values before and after 
adjustment of the neutron fluxes, dpa, dose rates, and their standard deviations (SDs) at four 
locations within the dosimetry capsule are listed in Table 3. 



Table 3. Neutron and gamma irradiation parameters and their standard deviations. Adjusted values are 
for neutron only (n-only) and for simultaneous neutron and gamma (n + y ) spectrum adjustment. 

Before 
Location adjustment* 

Value f SD 

$,,,IMeV 1.75 EM8 f 38 
@<o,40v 3.97 Et08 f 137 
ndpals 1.82E-13 f 37 

Slot D $,!MeV 1.17 EN8 f 38 

y d p d s  1.24E-12 f 45 
Dose Rate in Si 3.66 Et01 f 46 

Slot J h I M e V  1.17Et08f 38 
4 M , l M o V  1.75E4-08 f 38 
&,,,cv 3.97 EM8 * 137 I n-dpds 1 1.82E-13 f 37 
y-dpals 1.24E -12 f 45 

Slot B 1.17E4-08 f 38 

. 

n-dpds 1.82E-13 f 37 

Dose Rate in Si 3.66 Et01 f 46 
Slot A @>>IMeV 1.17Et.08f 38 

$>O.IMeV 1.75 EM8 f 38 
+4Aev 3.97 EM8 f 137 
ndpds l.82E-13 f 37 
V - ~ D ~ S  1.24E-12f 45 

y-dpals 1.24E-12 f 45 

Adusted* 
n-only n + y  Ratio* 

I Value fSD Value f SD 
1.53 ENS* 8 1.54E+08 f 8 1.32 

i 2.26 E4-08i 11 2.26 EM8 f 11 1.29 
2.84Et08f 5 2.84Et08 f 5 0.72 
2.41 E 4 3 f  6 2.41 E-13 f 6 1.32 

1.37E-12 f 15;.'4.10 
I 3.74E4-01 f 22 I 1.02 

1.58E+08 f 8 I 1.57 Et08 f 8 1 1.34 
2.34Et08 f 11 2.32Et08 f 1 1  1.33 
2.70EM8 f 6 2.7OEW8 f 6 0.68 
2.47E-13 f 7 2.46E-13 f 7 1.35 

1.21 E-12 f 7 0.98 
I 3.28EWl f 13 I 0.90 

1.58E4-08 f 81 ].57E+O8 * 8 I 1.34 
2.34 EM8 f 11 2.3 1 EM8 f 1 1 1.32 
2.79Et08 f 5 2.77EM8 f 5 0.70 
2.47E-13 f 7 2.45E-13 f 7 1.35 

1.30E-12 f 8 1.05 
3.62E4-01 f 5 0.99 

1.59E4-08 -+ 8 1.59 EM8 f 8 1.36 
2.36 EN8 f 11 2.35 E448 f 1 1 1.34 
2.88EM8 -+ 4 2.88Et.08 f 4 0.73 
2.49E-I3 f 6 2.49E-13 f 6 1.37 

1.39E-12 f 31 1.12 
lDo&RkeinSi)3.66EMI f 461 1 3.83Ei-01 f 31 I 1.05 

* Units are crn-*4 for fluxes, 6' for dpa rates, G y d  for dose rates, and percentages for SDs. 
** Ratio of the adjusted value and the value before the adjustment. 

The adjustment described above was adequate to obtain neutron irradiation parameters; 
however, it did not address the gamma field. In the mixed field the reaction rates are 
calculated from the neutron and gamma group fluxes as shown in Eq. (l), 

1 J 

where 4 denotes group fluxes; 0 are the reaction cross-sections; superscript n and y denote 
neutrons and gammas, respectively; and the summation is over alI neutron and gamma groups, 
respectively. Eq. (1) has the same form as for the neutron flux only; therefore, the idea was 
to adjust simultaneou% the n e u m  q d  gamma spectrum using the same technique as for the 
neutron spectrum adjustment alone. For this purpose, the input data were modified: the 
spectrum and cross-section vectors were extended with the gamma spectrum and cross- 
sections, respectively, and the spectrum and cross-sections covariance matrices were 
expanded with the gamma spectrum and cross-section covariances. The cross-sections for 
photofission reactions were taken fiom Verbinskig and for photoneutron reaction on %e from 
Blizard" and Warshaw." A diagonal covariance matrix with standard deviations of 10% was 



assumed for the gamma cross-sections for lack of better data. Neutron and gamma cross- 
sections were taken as uncorrelated. The correlations of the gamma group fluxes were 
approximated with Eq. (2), and their standard deviations were assumed to be 50%. 

The neutron and gamma spectra were assumed to be uncorreiated. In the simultaneous 
n + y adjustment, the same measured RR as for n-only adjustment were used; and the 
responses of u'Np, ='U, %e, and usU dosimeters were added, together with@e measured 
dose rate in silicon. The measured RR of ='Np, ='U, and %e, dominated bFthe gamma 
reactions, were input into the adjustment procedure without any prior corrections, there by 
allowing for a test of consistency of gamma and neutron fields with their responses. With the 
52 measured responses used, the x2/N was -0.71. The average of the absolute values of the 
adjustments of dosimeter responses was -2.8% for the neutron threshold dosimeters and 
-2.8% for the bare and gadolinium-covered thermal dosimeters, and was close to the 
adjustments of 2.8% and 2.6% observed for these two groups of monitors in the n-only 
adjustment, and -5.5% for the dosimeters with gamma contribution. The last group of 
responses, used only in the n + y run, experienced the largest adjustment; however, it 
included mostly fission dosimeters for which the scatter of different fission products activities 
is usually larger than the scatter of the other dosimeter responses. 

The results of the siultaneous n + y and n-only adjustments are compared in Table 3. The 
neutron irradiation parameters from the two adjustment runs are practically identical with 
differences of less than 1%. This indicates that inclusion of ='Np, ='U, and %e responses in 
the simultaneous adjustment did not distort the adjustment of the neutron spectrum, which 
was "anchored" by the large set of dosimeters sensitive only to neutrons. However, the ='Np, 
238U, and %e dosimeters, together with usU and measured silicon dose rate, allowed for a 
check of the consistency and adjustment of the gamma field with their responses. Successhi 
simultaneous neutron and gamma adjustment strengthened confidence in the explanation of 
the HFIR dosimetry results and provided the irradiation parameters of the adjusted gamma 
field, with reduced uncertainties. 

The gamma field parameter of particular interest is the gamma-induced dpa rate (y-dpa), 
also listed in Table 3, which was calculated with the cross-sections from Baumann.12 The 
gamma dpa rate was found to be approximately 5 t i e s  higher than the neutron dpa rate. This 
finding was essential for the explanation of the phenomenon known as "accelerated 
embiittlemeiit" of HFIR materials:z3 when the sum of neutron and gamma dpa is used for the 
interpretation of the HFlR surveillance results, the HFIR data are in agreement with data from 
other test reactors. Accelerated embrittlement was therefore explained by gamma-induced 
dpa, which was previously not aE'Eou3ted for.13 

' 

* -  

4. Discussion 

In the pressure vessel surveillance dosimetry experiments, gamma-induced reactions 
account for only a few percent of the responses of fission dosimeter~.~"~ This fact raises the 
question why the radiation field near the HFIR pressure vessel is so remarkably different. 



The answer lies in the HFIR design. The small, cylindrical HFIR core is separated from the 
pressure vessel by a -0.3-m-thick annulus of beryllium reflector and by a -0.6-m-thick water 
annulus. The calculations showed that practically all high-energy gamma rays that were 
important for photofission, photoneutron, and atom displacements at the pressure vessel 
originated fiom the core and the beryllium reflector. The contributions fi-om gamma rays fiom 
neutron captures in water were mainly below -2.4 MeV and were mostly below 10% of the 
gamma fluxes; the contributions &om captures in iron (in the pressure vessel) were negligible. 
The gamma flux (E > 1 MeV) in the core is only about 2.5 times higher than the neutron flux 
(E > IMeV), and gamma RR are negligible compared to neutron RR. However. 'a- @e .* beryllium 
and water outside the core contain only light (low 2) elements which effectively slow down 
fast neutrons, but have low electron density and consequently low gamma attenuation. 
Therefore, with the distance ftom the core the neutron flux decreases much more rapidly than 
the gamma flux. At -40 cm and -50 cm from the core, the photofission and photoneutron 
RR, respectively, become equal to corresponding neutron RR and then become increasingly 
dominant towards the pressure vessel. Inside the pressure vessel wall, however, gamma flux 
decreases rapidly. 

The ratio of the gamma dpa rate to the neutron dpa rate, estimated from 1 -D calculations, 
changes more than four orders of magnitude, from -5.8-104 at the center of the core, to -25 
in the water just in fiont of the pressure vessel. Similarly strong variations were observed for 
the Np(y,f)/Np(n,f), u8U(y,f)p8U(n,f), and Be(y ,n)He/Be(n,x)He ratios. However, the 
y-dpdn-dpa ratio was within 0.20 to 2.1 of the Np(y,f)/ Np(n,f) ratio, within 0.10 to 1.16 
of the u%u(y,f)/uw(n,f) ratio, and within 0.04 to 0.36 of the Be(y ,n)He/Be(n,x)He ratio over 
the whole geometry range. This suggests that 237Np, ='U, and especially ?Be HAFMs can be 
used in combination with other neutron threshold dosimeters as indicators of the importance 
of the gamma rays for the radiation damage in material irradiations and surveillance programs. 
The beryllium HAFM appears to be the most suitable for this purpose because its threshold 
(-1.6 MeV) is Similar to the y-dpa threshold at 1 MeV, while the photofission reactions start 
only above -5.5 MeV. More detailed comparisons hrther point out the advantages of the 
beryllium monitor: in the gamma field at the HFIR pressure vessel, about 90% of the 
beryllium y-induced response comes fiom the gamma rays with energies between -1.6 MeV 
and 7.5 MeV, which also generate -90% of the y-dpa. In contrast, the fission monitors detect 
only gamma rays above 5.5 MeV, which account for less than 50% of y-dpa, and more than 
50% of the dose in silicon comes from the gamma rays below 1 MeV, which do not 
contribute to y-dpa at all. 

In the high-intensity gamma field, with dose rate in silicon of -36 Gy.d' md gamma-to- 
neutron fast flwr (E > 1 MeV) ratio of -1. 1*104, the 237Np, 238U, and %e monitors' responses 
were mostly due to gamma rays. These monitors were therefore performing essentially as 
gamma-ray dosim$€eE It is th&€oTe suggested that they may be used as such in high- 
intensity, high-energy gamma fields, especially for long-term, high-dose irradiations, which 
may not be possible to monitor with other gamma-ray dosimeters. For such applications, 
improved photofission and photoneutron cross-sections would be necessary because the 
currently available data, especially for photofission, appear to have large scatter and therefore 
much larger uncertainties than the corresponding neutron cross-sections. 



5. Conclusions 

The technique traditionally used to adjust neutron spectra was extended to allow 
simultaneous adjustment of the neutron and gamma spectra with the measured responses of 
monitors sensitive to neutrons only and u7Np, u8U, and ?Be H A F M s  monitors, sensitive to 
both neutrons and gammas. The feasibility of such adjustment was demonstrated, probably 
for the first time. The simultaneous adjustment checks the consistency of calculated neutron 
and gamma fields and the measurements, and provides adjusted neutron and gamma 
irradiation parameters. 

The unusually high gamma-to-neutron flux (E > 1MeV) ratio of -1. l.104 r$ir the HFIR 
pressure vessel was caused by unequal attenuation of neutron and gamma flux penetrating the 
thick beryllium and water layers. In the HFIR experiments the responses of u7Np, u8U 
dosimeters, and ?Be HAFMs were generated mostly by photon-induced reactions. In HFIR, 
the gamma-induced dpa was found to be much higher than neutron-induced dpa, and, when 
taken into account in the interpretation of HFIR embrittlement data, it explained the 
phenomenon known as accelerated embrittlement of HFIR materials. 

In nuclear reactors, radiation fields with gamma components strong enough to contribute 
significantly to neutron dpa rate and steei embrittlement are expected to be found only at 
distances -40 cm and hrther fiom the core, with no high 2 materials between the core and 
locations of irradiation. The %e HAFM, in combination with neutron threshold dosimeters, 
was found to be a good monitor for the gamma field, strong enough to contribute to the 
material embrittlement. The use of 237Np and 238U dosimeters and ?Be HAFMs as gamma 
dosimeters for high-dose irradiations in high-energy, high-intensity gamma fields is proposed. 
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